DYNAMITERS, GLEEFUL, SPEED TO LEAVENWORTH
Part from Wives Gloomily, but Their Spirits Rise When Special Train Is Under Way.

RYAN ALONE IS DOWNCAST
Judge Bexman, of U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, to Mean Plan for Prisoners—Says They May Be Bemused on Board.

LAW BLAMES RAILWAY OFFICIALS FOR WRECKS


Three New Haven Men Held for Manslaughter in Westport Crash.

MORTIMER'S WORDS VAGUE

ALDERMAN WILLARD DIES

Oleary Statement Fails to Bring Dis Unbelieving

NATIONAL GARMENT WORKERS' UNION

Held at Indianapolis, but leaders of the Chicago Brotherhood and officials of the Garment Industry, whose names are on the list of those who have been identified as dynamiters, have rushed to Indianapolis to learn what may befall them.

Mortimer had control of the companies that shipped the explosives to New Haven, according to theLearned man.

POISON MATCH UNDER BAR

Law Against Sale in City in Effect Today.

The new law against the sale of matches that contains poison in them is in effect today.

The New York Tribune.

NEW ROADS ARE PARK NEED, EXPERTS AGREE

Many Command Commissioner Stover for Plan to Build Modern Highways.

PROBLEM A PESSING ONE

Man Experienced in Arboriculture Aids in Demand for Tree Planting Work.

A. H. Spencer Hires O. B. M. to assist him in a survey of the growth of the trees in the city.

FINANCIAL FREEDOM IS NEED OF SCHOOLS

Lend a Hand to the Poor.

Reaching Everybody By Parcel Post

The farmer who desires to get in touch with the best of city trade for his farm produce The New York Tribune offers the highest class of city circulation.

To the city dealer who wants to interest the progressive farmer in articles of general utility The Tribune Farmer offers a circulation confined to nine North Atlantic States, thus reducing postal rates.

Rates on one or both papers on request.

Write us. We will gladly answer any questions regarding Parcel Post.

TAFT BRAVES ENEMIES OF COLONEL GISTELLS

Unmved by Democratic Hurrors, President Will Create Permanent Canal Zone Rule.

WANTS DEFECTS REMOVED